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THE breeding experiments described in this paper were carried out
as a result of observations made on plants of Bryonia dioica intended
orig-hlally for experiments bearing ~m the inheritance of sex.
It is well known that species hybrids resulting fi'om the crosses
B. dioica • B. alba and B. alba • B. dioica are sterile (1, 2).
It has, moreover, been suggested that parthenogenesis occurs regularly in normal flowers of B. dioica (3, 4).
Our records agTee with those of previous observers ,as to the sterility
of these hybrids, but no experimental proof was obtained by us that
parthenogenesis occurs in B. dioica, although a l,~rge number of flowers
were covered and kept under observation.
It was thought possible that crosses of the species named with other
members of Cucurbitaceae might yield further results, and with this
end in view B. dioica and B. alba were used for reciprocal crosses with
Cucurbita Melo, Cucurbita Pepo (3 vars.) and Gucu~r~is sativa.
These crosses were all unsuccessful.
In one case, viz. B. dioica x G. Melo, fruit set and several seeds
different in shape and colour from those of the seed parent were formed
but did not germinate. In no case was viable seed obtained as a result
of such species crosses.
In the course of these and of other experiments for which B. dioica
was used, a side issue was raised which led to the breeding experiments
described in the present paper.
The plants in our original cultures of B. dioica were obtained fi'om
three sources :
(a) Wild seedlings from the Lambourne Valley, Berkshire.
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(b) Seedlings raised fi'om seed obtained fi'om Erfurt, N. Germany.
(c) Plants fi'om tubers sent fi'om all independent source near
El'furt (exact locality unknown). The plants fi'om sources (b) and (c)
are identical and may be treated as belonging to one group.
These two lots of plants [(a) and ( b ) + (c)] differed fi'om one
another in respect to a number of characters relating to general habit,
shape of leaf and structure of flower and fi'uit.
The differences being constant and equally well-marked in all plauts
of the same " w(.riety," individual plants wel'e " selfed " and " crossed "
in order to determine the genetical behaviour of these distinguishing
characters.
It was found that plants "bred t r u e " to type, and that th~
characters investigated--while showiug fluctuation about a mean--are
m~t appreciably affected by cultural treatment.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that two distinct varieties or
petites esp~ces of Bryony are concerned and that plants belonging to
either group may be readily distiuguished one fi'om the other.
For the sake of brevity these two vaL'ieties will be known throughout this paper as B (native seedling's, (a) in categol.y on p. 203) and G
(German seedlings or tubers, (b) and (c) in categol'y on p. 204).
The characters selected for investigation as being most susceptible
of measurement were :
A.

Bloom on the berry.

B. 1':umber of stigma-branches and placentae in the ovary
number of carpels).
C.

Number of vascular bundles in the stems.

D.

Habit and leaf-shape.

(i.e.

I t is fully realized that the number of plants available is not
sufficient to give satisfactory ratio numbers, especially in c,~ses such
as number of carpels (see below).
I t is uevertheless believed that the data are sufficient to establish
the general mode of inheritance and to show clearly :
(a) That within the limits of a so-called " species" a numbel' c)f
varieties occur differing fi'om one another in characters that are
inherited according to Mendelian rules.
(b) That it is therefore possible to prodlme new combinations of
such char~ters artificially.
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(c) That there is need for caution by systematists ill distinguishing
new species, especially ill the case of large genmu, e.g. Rosa, Rl&us,
etc., ill which there is a tendency to multiply nmnber of species to all
inordinate extent.
It appears likely fi'om an atmlysis of tile results obtained from
crossing two such tbrms in Bryony, that ninny of those so-called
"species" are natural hybrids which occur as segregates fi'om intercrossing antong a comparatively small number of forms which breed truc
to type.
The genetical behaviour of the differentiating characters cited
above will now be considered.
A.

Bloom on the ber~T (5).

The ripe berries of the two var'eties B and G differ ill that the
berry of G is scarlet with a shining surface, while that of B is dull
crimson ill colour with a heavy waxy "bloom."
Tile difference in colour is due to a nuperficial deposit of w~tx
which can be removed by washing ill alcohol.
The essential external difiin'ence between tile ben'ir is, thereibrc,
the presence of " bloom " ill variety B and its absence in variety (2.
Genetical behaviour.

The hypothesis which satisfies the ihcts most sin,ply is that absence
of bloom (or shininess S) is all almost complete dominant over prese~ce
of" bloom (s) ; presence and absence of bloom depending on the behaviour
of a single ihctor.
Thus in the cross:
ss (B plant) • SS (G plant) - (or the reciprocal cross)

i

F~ would give theoretically sS, all without bloom.
In agreement with this expectation neither of tile two female
plants obtained fi'om this cross had berries with "bloom."
Ill F._,expect~tion gives tile following:
(a)

SS(G) x Ss (F,)
I

I
188

I

I

:

1,5's

all w i t h o u t

bloom
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Experimentally, the nine ~ plants obtained fl'om this cross were all
without bloom.
(b)

S s ( F I ) • Ss (FI}

18S

:

2S~

3 no bloom

:

16s

:

1 bloom

In actual experiment, the nineteen ~ plants obtained fl'om this
cross are recorded as follows:
T A B L E 1.
No bloom

Slight bloom

]]lootl|

14

'2

3

14

:

5

Thus absence and presence of bloom on the berry behave as a pair of
allelomorphs and segregation of a typical Mendelian ldnd occurs in the
F.. generation.
The fact that there is variation in the amount of bloom in .~89
plants suggest.s however that the matter may not be so simple as is
represented above, and that more than one factor may be involved.

B. Number of ccoTels (6).
The ~ flowers of the two varieties differ in several details of structure, of Which the most notable affects the number of placentae on the
ovary wall, and the con'elated number of stigma-branches.
The ~ flowers of variety B have 3 stigma-branches and 3 pl~entae
with 3 groups of ovules; those of variety G have 2 stigma-branches
and a corresponding nmnber of ovule groups. (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.) Minor
difference,s aii~mting size and shape of the corolla have been iglmred in
this investigation: the nmnber of carpels concerned in the formation of
the pistil as indicated by the number of pl~entae and of stigmabranches is the featm'e to which attention has been specially devoted.
The internal morphoh)gy of the ovary of" Bryony is peculiar, and
need n.t, be discussed here beyond a statement tr) make clear the
nature of the differentiating featm'cs.
Owing to I,he distl'ibutiou of the wtscular tissue associated with
the placentae, the ovaries in tl'ansver,~e section give an appearance of
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septation into two and three chambers respectively, the cavity of the
chambel~ being filled wi~h delicate parenchyma, in which the o v u l e s - arising palietally in two or three groups on the ovary walls--are
embedded.
For the s a k e of brevity these two types of ovary will be spoken
of hereafter as two-carpellary and three-carp.ellary respectively, the
assumption being made that the number of stigma-branches and of

Fig. 1 a.

? flower of B. dioica, vat. B,

seen from above,
branched style.

showing

Drawn with the aid of a

three-

Fig. 1 b. Sectional view of ~ flower
cf B. dioica, vat. B, showingthreebranched style.

camera luoida.

• 2"65.

Fig. 2 a. ? flower of B. dioica, var. G,
seen from above, showing twobranched style.
Drawn with the aid of a camera lucida.
x 2-65.

Drawn with the aid of a
lucida, x 2"65.

camera

Fig. 2 b. Sectional view of ~ flower
of B. dioica, vat. G, showing twobranched style.
Drawn with the aid of a camera
lucida. • 2"65.

ovule groups present in each case correspond to the n u m b e r of carpels
concerned in the formation of the pistil.
As will be seen from the records below, the same plant may bear
both two-caqaellal T and three-carpellary flowem, but the proportional
numbers of the two kinds of flowers are constant, on the average, for
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Fig. 3. Transverse section across oval'), of ? flower of B. dioica, var. B,
showing tile three-carpellary coudition. Details as ill Fig. 4.
C~tlllel'l% lueidtt drawing.

1,'ig..t. Transverse section across ovtu'y of ? flower of B. dioica, var. G,
showing the two-carpellary condition, o=ovule ; vb=vaseular bundles.
Camera lueida drawing.
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any one plant. Thus, in counts of' two B plants the ratio of twocarpellary to I,hree-carpellary ovaries was in one case 2 two-carpellary
to 123 three-carpellary : in the other case 3 two-carpeliary to 100 threecarpellary. In variety G 100 two-carl)ellary to 3 three-carpellary is
the usual kind of ratio.
In F, plants fi'om the cross B • G almost every possible variation
in the ratio of twos to threes occurs.
This suggests that more than one factor is involved. In what
follows two factors, G~and G2, are ~ s u m e d ,as a working hypothesis both
of which tend to make the ovary two-chambered: thus, a G plant has, in
respect to this character, the constitution G~G~G..G., and a B plant has
the constitution g~g~g.g..
When G~G~ and g,g.. are presen~ in equal amounts l~he.ovaur is
equally likely to be two-carpellary or three-carpellary.
The number of fi'uits examined for each ~ plant during 1913 and
191d, was about, d,50, though in many cases the number was considerably greater.
The percentage of twos present in the total uumber counl~ed was
adopted as a convenient method of expressing the results for comparative purposes.
In view of a possible criticism that the ratio of twos to threes may
vary with cultural conditions or age and vigour of the plants, it is of
interest to notice how closely the observations of the two years--made
quite independentiy--agree with one another in most cases. This is
illustrated in Table II, which gives the percentage of twos among the
eighteen ~ plants of the family obtained fi'om the cross
F~ • F~ [(B plant • G plant) • (B plant x G plant)}.
The other families yield like results.
I t should perhaps be stated here that the figures of the last column,
representing summation of the results for two successive years, are
those used in the analyses below.
The genetical results may be summarised as follows :
N~ember of caTTels : genetical behaviour.
F~ .

Theoretical.
glglg.~g2 (B plant) • (IIGIG..,G.~(G l)hmt)
{
I'~ all (llgl(12g.~.

Jom'n. of Gem v

I.!
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Flx)m this it may be expected that in tim absence of G~ and G..
factors in predominating amounts, there is about an equal likelihood
that the ovmies in F~ will be two-carpellary or thvee-carpellary.
TABLE II.
Percentage of Iwosiu totals fur
f
1913

1914

15]11 b

28

28

28

15111 c
15111 d
15/11 .a
15/11 i
15111 l
15/11 n
15/11 p
15/11 r
15/11 s
] 5lll u
15/11 v
15/11 w
15111 x
15/11 y
15111 z3
15111 z4
15111 z5

55
57
79
30
43
72
81
67
40
58
2
56
20
51
9
17
26

40
62
70
30
29
76
92
65
40
4q
0
plant dead
35
48
8
12
34

50
60
74
30
38
74
87
66
40
56
1
56
30
50
8
14
28

N a m c of plant

1913+1914

Experime~tal.
In fact, the percentages of two-carpellary flowers on the two ~ plants
of this cross were 55 per cent. and 35 per cent.
From experimental results, therefore, the percentage of twochambered oval"ies to be expected in plants of the above constitution
will be between 55 per cent. and 35 per cent.

F2 (a). Theoretical.
GIGIG2G~ (G plant) x GlglG2g2 (FI plant}

I

I

i

G1G! G2G2

I

G 1Gt G2go~

r

G1gl G2 G2

I

G1gl G292

i.e., hypothetically there will be four types of plant in $'2 oeeun'ing in
equal numbem.
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Experimental.

In actual expe,'iment the nine ~ plants resulting from this cross
bore the percentages of two-carpellary flowers shown in Table III, the
hypothetical constitution of each group of plants being appended in
each case.
TABLE III.
Showing resuh of cross G plant (G,G,G..U..) x F~ plant (G,g,G..g.).
Nauru of plant

Number
of plants
in each c~ss

19/llf

1

17#1 k~
19111 e )

3

19/11 a /
{ 17/llj )

Percentage of
two-carpollary
flowers

Theoretical
constitution

Theoretical
number of plants
in each class

88

G I G I G2G 2

2"25

80
76

Ol Gl O2g2

2"25

GIU| V2g2

2"25

{55}

17/11 t ~"

a

17111 d .i

39

37

Of these tbur types, tim only one wlfich has appeared previously is
Gig, O..g.,, which is the constitution assigned to the two plants of F~.
In tim F, phmts the percentages of two-carpellary flowers lay between 55 per cent. and 95 per cent.
The percentages of two-carpellary flowers on the three phmts of h'.
of this constitution fall well within these limits. (Table III, phmts
17/1l j, 17/11 l, and 17/11 d.)
F.. (b). Theoretical. The heterozygote F, selfed should give phmts
lmving t,he constitution shown below in the proportions stated.
Gig IG,,g., (1" 1 phmt)

i
1GIGIG,.,G,,

i
: 2GIGIG~y,.
-

i
: 2GlfflG2G2

x Gift I (12Y2 (b'l

I

i

i

phmt)

I

i

: ( l G i G l y , , g . . , : 2Glylg,.,g.., : 2ylylG,.,g,., : lylglg2g,.,
~,iGlfliG'oy,,

t 1., ~, o(d~

(See also Table IV, below, 4,th column.)
1L~per, mental.
The percentages of two-carpelh~ry flowers borne by the twenty plants
of the F,., generation from the cross F, • F, are shown ill Table IV,
1,1--2
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the hypothetical constitution of each g~:oup of phmts being appended
in each case.
TABLE 1V.

Showing res+dt of ,~ross 1~ plant (G,y,(~'..g.._) • F~ pl(,..t ((/,g~G..g.,.).
Nllnlbcl"

N a i l l e o[ plan|,

o[ plants
~n each class

15/11 p

1

) 15/11 u I
I 15#1 ,j l

2

L: 11 P

1

15 '11
15 11
15 '11
15'11
15 '11
16 '11
15 '11
15 11

d
+~
w
c
!!
d

15/11
15/11
15/11
15111

i
x
z5
b

I+}

Theoretical
munbcr of plants
in each class
1'25

t74
74 f

Gi GI G~g,.,

2'5

66

Gi gl G~ G.,

2 '5

( gIOlg"g'~ "1
J 4 G , #l G,,g,, ~-

1 ,~7

(,o

7'5

/ :,,;, o.'o~ J

38
:+

"

J

4

[

1+}

28

16/11 g

15/11 v

Thcol'etical
Colmtltutlon

GIGIG,,G,,

87

56
56
50
.
50

l

15/11 z4
15/11 z3

l'crccn tagc of
two-carpclh~r~'
oval'ies "

J
1

14
8

gtglG2g2

2"5

1

g, glg2g~

1'25

Our assumption as to constitution obtains confirmation in that the
percentages of two-carpellary flowers in types G~G~G.G., G~G~G2g,_,,
G,g~G, G2, G~g~G~g, of this cross agree reasonably well with the pet'centage figures for plants of the same constitution fl'om the other cross
(Table III, p. 211). This is shown graphically in Table V.
Accepting out' hypothesis, therefore, it may be assumed that l)lants
of the constitution G~G~G:G2 beat' flowers of which, on the average, 84,
per cent.-100 per cent. are two-carpellary; plants of the constitution
G~G~G~g,., bear flowers of which, on the average, 71 pet, cent.-83 pet'
cent. are two-carpellary, and similarly for the other types as shown in
Tables III, IV and V, with doubtless a certain amount of overlapping
between the different classes.
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~D~D~D~D
~

(

O
,.a

.1"

ta

O0

0

0

O0
~6~61DID
O0
0

0
0

9" o
~~

!

t~

~

~

0
0
0

~[~,0101D

o ~

. ~

0
~

0

o

~ D i~ II) 1

0

~

.~ ~o ~
~'~
|

•

x
~
v

~
x

~
~

~q
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These results are exhibited ill Table VI.
TABLE VI.
Hypothetical
COnStltutioll

~verage l)el~entage of
two-carpellary ovaries per plant

Gi G ; G,,G.,.
Gi GI G2g',.
Gigl Go G~

100-84
83-71
70-63

Gi gl G292

62-33

gl gl G2 G2

G I g l g'zg,_,
g~ gl G,.,g~.
glglg2g':

52-23
22- 6

5- 0

The following.comments may be m,~le on the recorded figures and
on the interpretation suggested for them :
(]) Since ally one plant in successive seasons shows practically the
same ratio of two-carpellary to three-carpellary ovaries, this ratio must
presumably be of a .definite fixed value and must be determined by a
certain definite combination of factors, i.e. it is not due to any appreciable extent to the action of environmental conditions.
(2) The wide range in value shown in this ratio among the plants
of a family such as Fj • FI (Table IV, p. 2].2) indicates that more than
one factor is probably concerned. On quite other grounds this seems
likely to be the case.
It is probable, for instance, that tendencies towards reduction in
number of ovules and reduction in number of carpels may be"
simultaneously manifest in certain groups of plants, especially in
Sympetalae (7).
In the case under discussion it may be that a factor concerned with
the number of plmentae in the ovary interacts with another which
determines the number of ovules produced, the two sets of factors
being jointly responsible for the condition found in the matm'e
ovary.
The action of two factors has been hypothesised in order to show
the Id,nd of explanation which may be attempted, without prejudice to
the employment of more than two titCtOl'S.
Many more plants than those availabld would be required in order
to d~termine this point.
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G. A~mtomy of Shoot.
In transverse sections of the aerial shoots of B. dioica the vascular
bundles--which vary considerably in size in different regions of the
stem--are arranged in two rings.
This arrangement is a general one in the Natural Order Cucurbitaceae and the anatomical details have been described for w~rious
genera including Bryo~ia (8, 9).
The total number of bundles is recorded as 10 for various
genera, but deviations fi-om the 5 + 5 alTangement are noted, and
de Bary (10) mentions seven as the characteristic number in the outer
ring of bundles in B. dioica.
The stems are ridged externally to correspond with the number of
bundles in the outer ring, and the number of bundles in cross section
can be readily determined by examination with a pocket lens.
We have found a constant and distinctive difference with regard to
the number of stem bundles in our varieties, and have recorded their
genetical behaviour when bred together.
At the b~se of the shoot close to the tuber, the total number
of bundles is small--often eight or tbwer.
As the distance fi'om the tuber becomes greater, the number of
bundles present in transverse section increases gradually to a maximum,
the arrangement in two rings being maintained.
These maxima differ in the two varieties under consideration, this
statement being based on a large number of observations on many
different plants.
In variety G the number of bundles gradually increases up to ten,
arranged in two rings of five each. However long or vigorous the shoot,
this number is not exceeded in any part of the successive internodes.
F i g . 5 (c).
In variety B, on the other hand, the number of bundles increases to
14 am'anged in two rings of seven each. Fig. 5 (a, b).
Com'elated with this difference in number, the external ridges on
the stem are respectively five and seven for the two varieties.
The possession of a shoot or some part of a shoot having fewer than
14, bundles does not preclude a plant fi'om belonging to variety B in
this respect. Fig. 5 (b).
The difference between the two varieties lies in the capacity of
variety B to increase the number of bundles beyond ten as seen in
transverse section. Although every shoot on the plant may not show
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the 7 + 7 arrangement, a majority always do so, and practically all
shoots on the plant will be found to possess more than ten bundles.
Records and c,'u'eful drawings of serial sections ~hrough successive
nodes and internodes have not provided any simple clue as to the
significance of the 7 + 7 arrangement as compared with the other, and
the condition is evidently a complicated one anatomically.

Fig. 5.

B. dioica, vars. B and O.

Transverse sections of stem interuodes; a and b
from variety B; c from variety G.
Camera lueida drawings.

The branching and anastomoses of the vascular strands become very
complex at the nodes, and a detailed investigation of this rcgion has
not proved of any service in thc investigation. A very short distance
above or below the node, the arrangemcnt of bundlcs typical for the
variety is rc-established.

Geodetical behaviour.
If F be a factor confelTing a capacity to increase the number of
bundles beyond ten, then the facts would be satisfied if F were dominant
ovcr J (a capacity ibr increasing the number of bundles up to but not
beyond tcn).

Theoretical.
~'2' (B plant) x f f (G plant)

I

Ft all //'f

Ezperime~ttal. Of four plants from this cross, three had 14 bundles,
one had 11-13 bundles.
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F,. (.).

Theoretical.
ff

( 0 p l a n t ) • F f (F, plant)

I

t

1 Pf

Experimental.

r

:

1.U"

The results of this cross are shown in Table VII.
TABLE

VII.

10 bun(llc~,

11--13 b u n d l e s

I0

8

No. of l)lant~
10

F,, (b).
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1,1 Imndle~

I

~-~-~---~
9

:

Theoretical.
l,f(F I pla, nt) x Ff(FI phmt)

I

1FF

:

!

2Ff

:

i

lff

. r

3

Experimental.

This cross gave plants with anatomy as shown in

T~ble VIII.
TABLE VIII.
SO bundles
9

No. of plants
9

11--13 bnndles
14 bundles
27
2
"--------~-------~"
:
29

The two ~ plants which were used as seed parents for F., both had
the typical 7 + 7 arrangement of bundles.

D. Habit and foliage.
The foliage of White Bryony is notoriously polymorphie, and much
variation occurs on any one plant with rega~l to shape and incision
of the leaves..
In spite of this considerable individual variation the two "varieties"
under discussion have habit and foliage so unlike that they may be
recognised at a glance. (Plate XXXI, figs. 1, 2.)
In the F.. generation obtained subsequent to crossing so many combinations occur that, with the number of plants at our disposal, it is
impossible to say more than that segregation undoubtedly takes
place.
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Extracted types, with leaves identical in shape, colour and incision
with those of the origiaal parents, are shown in the photographs in
Plate XXXIII, figs. 9-12.
Of the parents, variety B has stems with comparatively shorter
internodes, leaves dark-green in coloul', rough and deeply-lobed.
(Plate XXXI, fig. 3.)
Variety 0 has stem with--on the average--longer intel'nodes, leaves
paler in eoloul', smoother and less deeply-lobed. (Plate XXXI, fig. 3.)
The range of variation in leaf-shape among individuals of the two
varieties is evident fi'oln the photographs, which make clear that
although considel'ab](' variation in leaf-shape exists, and the most
deeply-lobed leaf-type of variety Cr approximates to the least deeplylobed type of variety B, no real overlapping of the two types occurs.
(Plate XXXII, figs. ,1,, 5.)
If the a,vera,ge forln of leaf is considered (which determines the
appearance of the plant as a whole), the two varieties are widely
different.
In the F, genel'ation of the reciprocal crosses B x G and G x B the
foliage is intermediate in character with a bias towards the B type.
The ran~(e of variation in leaves of F, is shown in Plate XXXII, fig. 6.
In the cross /?'~x (/new types of foliage appeal', and it is not easy
to elassif~y ~hese new combinations, especially as the characters are not
such as can be expressed numerically.
It may bo said with certainty, however, that the pure G type of
foliage can be extracted fi'om this cross and that the pure B type does
not appeal'. Shoots fi'om a plant having this constitution are shown in
Plate XXXII, fig. 8 c (17/11 l) with characters silnilar to those of the
heterozygote.
When the heterozygote is selfed numerous types of foliage also
appeal', and among theln individuals with the pure G and pure B type
of leaf may be identified. (Plate XXXII, fig. 8, d and e, and Plate
XXXIII, figs. 9-12.) The exact proportion of these " pure extracted"
types is diitleult to determine.
Although, as stated above, plants of the two varieties B and G show
considerable range of variation in leaf-shape, tile two classes do not
overlap.
When, however, the pure forms are mixed with the numerous
hybrids an almost continuous series of foliage forms is presented.
Thus, while it is possible to recognize a given plant as a typical
representative of the G type of foliage, it may be ahnost impossible to
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decide with certainty fl'om appearanees only whether 'mother plant is
one of the more extreme Corms of G or a (~-like type of hybrid. Only
breeding tests could decide this satisfactorily.
It, would seem therefore that, ,m m'ossing plants with the B and (I
types of foliage respectively, segregation oeeurs in the second generation resulting in the re-appearance of the original types and also of
many intermediate hybrid forms--the range, ot' vm'iation in any l;ype
being such that overlapping oeem's; with those adjacent to it.
Independent observations during successive years indicate that the
leaf-type of individual l)lants remains seusibly e, mstant within a small
range of variati,m, and that if' it were possible t. express the r~,sults
more. precisely, the different hybrid-types might be detinitdy ree.gnized
and distinguished.
Similar observations apply to the other vegetative, characters r a m >
tioned, such as eolour and texture of leaves, and de.tree' of hairim.'ss :
plants showing the characters of the grandparenl;s appear in t,he l~89
generation, t.gether with a mm~ber of inl,,,rmer
tbrms difl3eult to
elassi fy precisely.
Since several pm'e G and pure B plants oeem' in the tlunily of ,38
fl'om the cross 1"~ ".."l"b the factors del;(~rmining le.af-shal)e are probably
few in reindeer, but no attempt has at lm,Sent been made go analyse
the ultimate anatomical characters which detm'mine tlm shape, eolom'
and textm'e of the leaves.
I{eem.ds were made of the length of inl,ernodes on shool, s of plants
of both varieties and of their hybrids, but, up to the present, a simple
method of presenting such reem'ds has not been devised.
It seems not improhable that the differences in length . f intm'node,
shape and texture of leaves, and mm~bm" o1' vascular bm~dles in the
stem internode may be closely correlated and eommtt, a difference of
phyllotaxy in the shoots of" the two wu'ieties. This point is not readily
determined by external obsmwations in a climbing plant and aw~dts an
independen t investigation.
Although the mm~bers of plants employed in these, experiments
were not suflleient to yield trustworthy mtio-nmnbers, the facts are
believed go be of interest inasmuch as they point clearly to Menddian
inheritance of characters distinguishing plant tbrms of " sub-specific"
rank; and Mlowing fl'om this, they emphasize the prt:ssing need tln'
revision of systematic nomenelat,m'e when new species art: separated
on morphological characters alone, without refin'ene~ t,~ genetieM
behaviou r.
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The geographical distribution of these two va~fieties of Bryony may
be of interest in connection with the history of the species as a member
of the British Flora.
All the Blfitish specimens examined by us resemble type B as
described in this paper, and this folan has also been noticed by us in
South Tyrol.
The plants of variety G were obtained partly fi'om seed purchased
from an Erfurt fi~an aud partly fi'om tubers sent fi'om 1~. Germany
(exact locality unknown), and the plants fi'om these two sources are
identical in eve~3, respect.
The fact that the two strains breed true to type and give so many
hybrid types on crossing suggests that their geographical distribution
may bc discontinuous, but this point has been imperfectly studied and
awaits further investigation.
This part of the enquiry has of necessity been abandoned temporaa'ily owing to the wa~, and it is hoped that the publication of the
paper in its present form may lead to the collection of fresher data
bearing on geoga.aphieal distribution fi'om readers who may be
interested in the facts described.

In a paper published in 1905 entitled "Parthenogenesis und
Variabilitiit der Bryonia dioica" Bitter discusses the va~fiability in size
and shape of leaves, as also in size, eolour and structure of flowers
(corolla of ~ flower), obsel-cable in plants of Bryonia dioiea from valfious
localities in Mtinster, under observation in connection with an investigation into the oeemTenee of parthenogenesis in the species.
He also remarks on the absence from the Floras of vm'ietal forms
distinguished on such characters.
Bitter describes and figures leaves and flowers from his cultures, the
former being of interest in connection with the facts descafibed in this
paper, since they demonstrate the existence of our B and G varieties in
Miinster and also that of at least one of the more distinct hyba~d leaftypes bred by us.
This author's obselwations on variability in size, shape and eolour of
flowem coincide with our own in many respects, and it seems likely that
the plants he describes would have fitted easily into our scheme of
inlml4tance.
Bitter's observations were mainly concerned with parthenogenesis,
and he concludes tentatively that va~fability in B. dioica is directly
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connected with the existence of facultative parthenogenesis and is
comparable to that observed in Alchemilla, Hieracium, etc.
This possibility is of course not excluded by our results, but it seems
unlikely that it is the most important cause at work.
Nothing is known at present of the cytology of parthenogenesis
in Bryony--if it occurs--and seeds produced parthenogenetically are-according to Bitter and Focke--borne but rarely and in small numbers.
It seems, therefore, more reasonable to regard the varietal forms
described as biotypes which, on crossing, give rise to flesh types by
'shuffling' and recombination of characters according to Mendelian
laws (11).

SUMMARY.

The paper is concerned with the genetical behaviour of certain
differentiating features in two distinct strains or varieties of B~Tonia
dioica.
The results obtained from breeding experiments may be summarized
as follows :

1. Bloom on the berry.
Absence of_ a waxy bloom from the ripe berries of one variety
behaves as a simple dominant to presence of waxy bloom on the berries
of the other variety.
Presence and absence of bloom behave as a pair of simp]e allelomorphic factors.
2. Nundoer of carpels in ~ flower.
The proportion of two-carpellary to three-carpellary flowers, as
evidenced by the number of stigma-lobes and of placentae in the
ovary of the flower, in families of plants produced by crossing the two
varieties, can be interpreted by assuming the co-operation of two
factors.
3. Anatomy of stem.
The number of vascular bundles in transverse sections of the stem
of one variety is typically 10 (5 + 5), and in the other typically 14
(7 + 7).
The capacity to increase the number of bundles beyond ten behaves
as a simple dominant to absence of such capacity.
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lI.,bit a.~d ./bliage.

Differences relal, ing 1:o giles(.; tbagm'es are evident, ly complc'x ill origin
9rod have n,)~ been a(.lc,qual~cly sgu(lic(I tbr COml)let,c mlalysis.
The Mh)wing l)~inCs have been determined :
(~l,) Crossing leads g,~ I,hc l)ro(luci;ion of ~ nmnber of new l,ypcs
in lille second gencrat, i~m.
(b) Segreg;0,ion ~ccur.s involving the real)pc~mmce ~f i~he
original characl,ers of l;he gran(Iparenl,s in tile 1i~ gencn~t, ion.
(c) The munl)er ~,f llm~ors cmmerned ill l;he (tel~ermination of'
leaf-shape is sm:dl--possil)ly I;wo.
5. The cxperimenl,s on 13vyony emphasize ()nc(~ more I~he nec([ for
caul, ion ill tile sub-division of exisl;ing species wil~hout, recourse to
breeding resins.
A mnnber of segregates showing morphologic~d differences due la)
new eombinai, ions e:m evident@ ;u'ise from tlw. intercrossing of a few
st~ble types wil;hin tile limits o f a so-called species.
The st,abilib, of I;hese new forms call only 1)e tested by breeding,
and tile exl;reme l,ypes among them may be commcl;ed by ~m ~dmosl,
continuous series of transil;ion tbrms.
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OF PLATES.

PLATE )(XXI.
Fig. 1.

Plants of B and G varieties ,~1'l h ' y o m ,

Fig. 2.

Ditto, nearer view.

Fig. 3.

Shoots of varieties B ~uul (.; (original parents) aud of hybrid I,'I.
PLATE

d i o i c a growing side by side.

XXXlI.

Fig. 4.

Leaves from plants of B variety showing extreme range of variation.

Fig. 5.

Leaves from plants of G variety .~howing extrclac range of variatio~L

Fig. 6.

Leaves from plants of 1,' t showing extreme range of wn'iation.

Fig. 7 a. Plant 15/11 z3 : a plant from the cross 1; I x 1"1 resembling heterozygote 1"1 in
leaf-character.
Fig. 7 b. Phmt 2]10 b : a ph~nt from the cross 11 x G (=I"0.
Fig. 8c.

Plant 171111 : a plant fi'om the cross I,'l • G.

Fig. 8d. Plant 15#1 h: a phtut from the cross /"l • I"l resembiug G parent in leafcharacter.
Fig. Be. Plant 15/11 p: a plant from the cross 1"1 x I"l resembling B parent in leafcharacter.

PLATE

XXXIII.

Fig. 9. Plant 15]11" z4: a plant from the cross l"l x l"l : resemble~/3 parent in leM-shape,
bloom on berry and short-shtllced inflorescence= pure extracted B type for these
characters.
I~ig. 10. Plant 15/11 r : a plant from cross I"l x F l ; resembles B parent in leaf-shal)e,
but berry has no bloom and inflorescence is of G type.
Fig. 11, Plant 15/11 b. A plant from tile cross F Ix1,'1 : resembles G p~treut in leafshape and absence of bloom, but inflorescence follows B p~trent.
Fig. 12. Plant 15111 w. A plant from the cross I; l x I"l : resembles G parent in leafshape and absence of bloom and long-stalked inflorescence = lmre extracted G type for
these characters.
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